Males that tried to mount the female were chased by others and none of the many attempts to mount appeared to be successful. In most attempts a single male mounted the female; however, on one occasion three males mounted simultaneously. One male, apparently the female's mate, tried to keep the other males away from her and vigorously fought any male attempting to mount her. These fights involved wing-beating and feather-pulling, lasted 10-35 sec, and the paired male often left one male to chase another that tried to mount the female. Circular fighting was not observed and Hostile Pumping was
(1) 18 May 1971. Early laying period. 0600.--A paired male, followed by his mate, swam away from two marked unpaired males and another male which kept following the pair. Turn-back-of-head and Repeated Calls by these males suggested that the teal were courting. The paired male Hostile Pumped and gave associated calls. The female remained close to him, Incited and Hostile Pumped twice. The three males peeped briefly and Hostile Pumped when near the paired male, yet they remained close to the female, often approaching to within 1 m of her. After about 5 min, one marked unpaired male rushed at her, grabbed her by the nape and tried unsuccessfully to mount her. The paired male grabbed at the back and flanks of this male, the female flapped at the surface for 2-3 sec and then dived. After surfacing, she joined her mate and they swam away from the males, which did not follow. Weekly censuses of a I mi 2 (2.6 km z) study area close to the interactions described in cases (7) The performance of courtship displays by unpaired males in observations 1 and 2 suggests that formation of a pair bond was their main objective. These unpaired males were observed to be mobile, moving from pair to pair in the same manner as described for unmated Gadwall drakes (Dwyer 1974) . Rape by unpaired males has not been documented in any Anas species and, in the Blue-winged Teal, attempts would likely be thwarted by mate defense by the paired male. Attempts to mount the female (e.g. incident 4) appeared to be socially facilitated (Weidmann 1956 ) and perhaps unpaired drakes could be successful in instances where they greatly outnumber the paired male. However, our observations suggest that mounting attempts by unpaired males were always unsuccessful. Paired males defend their females by attacking those males which are attempting to mount the female, as has been documented in the Mallard (Weidmann 1956 ) and Gadwall (Dwyer 1974) . In all cases, females tried to escape from harassing drakes through flight and/or diving and females never appeared to solicit copulation from harassing drakes.
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